A fundraiser was recently held to raise fund to assist Year Eleven students to participate in the Annual Excursion to Kokoda to walk the track. Students will participate in an eight day trek which will be a tough journey rich with Australian war history and culture.

Students and families organised a Trivia Night as a fundraiser for this endeavour raising approximately $4500-00. The evening consisted of six rounds of trivia hosted by Jim Tullberg, a silent auction and numerous smaller games. The evening was capped off with an auction with Mick Kelly as auctioneer. Acting Assistant Principal Kirsty Halligan said “It was great to see families from the local community attending the night and supporting the students. We would like to thank the individuals and businesses listed below for their generous support through donations of both money and goods. We would also like to thank Molly Craig and Dionne MacKenzie for all their work in making sure the evening was a success.


Participating on the Kokoda Trek this year are students Lauren Wright, Marcus Decker, Mitchell Beaton, Nick Wood and Nathan Dowe, assisted with staff members Kirsty Halligan, James Carboon and guide Daniel Hogarth